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SUMMARY
This authorized excerpt contains content from a Novarica Market Navigator report that
provides an overview of the available policy administration systems and suites for US
life/annuity/health insurers. The report contains profiles of each of 25 vendor solutions,
summarizing the vendor organization, technology used, differentiators, client base, lines of
business supported, deployment options, implementation approaches,
upgrades/enhancements, and key functionality.
This excerpt includes the profile of Sapiens. The full report includes profiles of all providers
listed in the graphic above.
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INTRODUCTION
About this Report
This report is designed to provide an overview of the current solution provider marketplace for
policy administration system (PAS) solutions for life/health/annuity (L/H/A) insurers. It is
designed to assist insurers in drawing up their shortlists of potential providers based on vendor
market position and offering details.
Novarica Market Navigator™ reports do not provide subjective analysis on each vendor's
solution. They are based on factual responses to a universal RFI distributed by Novarica, technical
discussions with each vendor to verify the RFI responses, and subsequent follow-ups with the
vendors to validate and confirm responses.
The RFI covers details of organization, technology stack, client base, and key functionality.
Profiles also include a summary of key differentiators, lines of business supported, deployment
options, implementation approaches, and how upgrades/enhancements are handled. Where
available, screenshots of the products were provided by the vendor.
These reports do not render judgment, since the fit between a potential provider and an insurer
will be determined by the specific situation and needs of that insurer. Novarica provides these
types of advisory consultations to more than 100 insurer clients through its retained advisory
services.
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Novarica Market Navigator Graphic
The Novarica Market Navigator Graphic is designed to provide an overview of the vendors in a
particular market space.
The Novarica Market Navigator map graphic provides a visual mapping of solution providers
positioned in a three-by-three matrix that indicates the type of insurer they commonly serve and
the number of live clients. Within each section of the map, companies are listed alphabetically.
Further details are available in the profiles of each solution.
In this map, solution providers that serve primarily clients who use the solution mostly in
individual products are represented in the top row, those that primarily serve clients who use the
solution mostly in group products in the bottom row, and those that serve both sectors
essentially equally are in the center row. Those in the left column have the smallest number of
live clients, while those in the right column have the largest. Companies marked with an asterisk
currently have no annuities clients.
Figure 1: Life/Health/Annuity Policy Administration Systems 2018

The background of the map is a watermark of the Novarica Core Systems Map, which is included
for branding purposes.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Interest in policy administration system replacement remains strong at life and annuity carriers.
In Novarica's 2018 IT Budgets and Projects report, policy adminstration replacement was a top
priority. 40% of large and 30% of midsize insurers reported plans to start new replacement
projects in 2018 or to continue current implementations. However, carriers continue to find it
difficult to justify the costs and risks associated with core systems replacement. While Novarica
research indicates that the replacement timeline and costs for implementations are trending
toward both faster and less costly options, carriers are looking to benefits beyond cost reduction
to justify replacement projects.
These other benefits include improved data transparency, speed to market, and workflow, along
with reduced maintenance and operations. Core replacement is now seen as important to
capabilities like customer experience, business intelligence/analytics, and product innovation.
While these are hard to quantify in the business case, they are capabilities business leaders are
increasingly requesting technology leaders to address. Carriers are increasingly looking to stand
up new environments for new product or market opportunities, allowing the solutions to both
complement legacy environments and provide for a phased evolution toward a modernized core
ecosystem.
As with their P/C counterparts, vendors for L/H/A policy administration systems are offering
more options for implementations to lower risk and cost. Many vendors are providing improved
capabilities for hosted/SaaS-based implementation, an alternative of growing importance to a
range of carriers looking to transition from CapEx- to more OpEx-driven environments. Vendors
are also increasingly providing componentized, stand-alone capabilities for areas such as new
business/underwriting, billing, and claims. This modular approach is particularly appealing to
larger carriers because it consolidates solutions for one functional area while implementing a
risk-mitigation strategy for an eventual, phased, full policy administration replacement. Another
emerging trend is solutions that provide microservices via Web services, enabling carriers to
access policy administration functions and data for new applications or integrations.
The primary factors driving the continued trend towards core systems replacement include the
following:


The need for improved speed to market for new products as well as the need to enhance
product capability for new market demands and shifting consumer preferences. Carriers are
in a competitive market and need to have products available to consumers and their
distribution network ahead of their competitors.



The future of the Affordable Care Act remains uncertain following Congressional voting to
repeal both the Act and the individual mandate in 2019 as part of the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of
2017. It appears that future forms of the regulation may continue to create new
opportunities for some individual and group carriers to provide voluntary benefits and
worksite products. Health insurers have also shown interest in this market, leading to
possible opportunities for group-focused administration solutions; demographic shifts
continue to move the market forward.
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Another regulatory issue, the Department of Labor regulation affecting annuities
distribution, remains unclear, with only the best interest standard going into effect as of
June 9, 2017. In the year ahead, we are likely to see shifts in product features, compensation
elements, and the tools required to continue expanding self-service capabilities while
simplifying solutions to conform to the evolving retirement solution landscape.



Customer experience is an increasingly important driver as carriers consider new systems,
including core policy administration. Better customer and agent experience with system
usability, 24/7 access to data, and system flexibility for new communication channels are
driving the need for systems with modern architectures and capabilities. Where banks,
investment companies, and, increasingly, P/C carriers have implemented systems to better
meet customer requirements for information access, L/H/A carriers have lagged behind.
Many are now recognizing that aging legacy systems are a key challenge to meeting
increasingly demanding customer expectations, causing reflection on both systems of record
and systems of engagement.



As carriers face an aging workforce, especially among top producers in their distribution
network, legacy system challenges are among the issues that come with recruiting a new
generation of workers. Attracting captive agents and home office staff, as well as expanding
business with independent agents, will increasingly be hindered by legacy systems and their
usability and information accessibility issues. While prior generations of both business and IT
associates have been willing to live with aging systems, this will no longer be the case as a
new generation takes on increasingly important roles in carrier workforces. With Millennials
poised to represent half the US labor force by 2020, the issue is taking on increased urgency
for carriers today.



Carriers continue to desire finding more cost effective ways to support the ongoing
operation and management of core systems capabilities. In some cases, this may mean a
move away from systems that require customization in order to enhance functionality or
capability and toward systems that use configuration tools to achieve such enhancements. In
all instances, the objective is to reduce long-term total cost of ownership while speeding the
time to market for new capabilities.



As carriers continue to look for ways to innovate, many are exploring ways to leverage
capabilities being developed by InsureTech startups. Areas of particular interest include
innovative approaches to customer engagement and distribution, such as analytics and
improved user interface and user experience capabilities that may not currently be available
via carrier-developed capabilities. Some solution providers are also working with startups to
enhance or introduce new capabilities to their core offerings. Regardless of these InsureTech
developments, insurer IT budgets are still primarily dedicated to the maintenance,
modernization, and replacement of core systems. CIOs should not expect a core system to
encompass all available emerging technology, but should instead consider how a new
system's architecture will both provide the flexibility and agility needed to take advantage of
future technology and allow integration with future partners. They should also consider from
the outset a plan for upgrades and modernization in order to keep any core system current.
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For this year's Policy Administration System Market Navigator reports, Novarica addressed some
changes in reporting PCI regulated data vs. tokenized integration for solutions. In past Policy
Administration System Market Navigators, Novarica asked vendors whether their system
maintained native PCI compliance by allowing carriers to store credit card or banking account
numbers in the system. However, PCI compliance is judged by the weakest link in an
environment (e.g., the HVAC systems that allowed the Target point-of-sale system breach). Since
most insurers themselves do not have a PCI-compliant environment, the compliance of the core
system is irrelevant. Once integrated to that core system, the entire insurer infrastructure would
need to be PCI certified. For insurers who do maintain PCI compliance, the deployment of a new
core system would require updated attestation documentation to reflect the change.
It is Novarica's view that insurers should not capture, transfer, or store any PCI-regulated data.
Instead of capturing, transferring, or storing PCI-regulated data such as credit card and bank
account numbers, insurers should integrate with third-party banks and credit institutions that
specialize in these transactions. These integrations typically work via a token-based approach,
allowing the insurer to maintain a history without ever touching the PCI-regulated data itself
(and therefore avoiding the need for certification and audit). In this report, Novarica asked
insurers whether or not they pre-integrate to third-party services for this token-based approach.
A minority of insurers have specific reasons for dealing directly with PCI-regulated data, and they
have the staff on hand with the knowledge to do so. All other insurers should be skeptical of any
vendor who promises a secure environment for those transactions rather than the use of
tokenized integrations.
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KEY COMPONENTS
A well-developed policy administration system should integrate downstream and back-office
systems to provide effective support for the management of both contracts and financial results,
and at the same time provide interface points for all involved stakeholders (e.g., home office
employees, sales partners, and premium paying customers) to participate in the management of
the policy life cycle. The system is the foundation for all other processing and is central to the
effective and controlled management of a block of business for a carrier. The platform may
support either single or multiple lines of business. It may also interface with single or multiple
distribution channels.
The PAS itself may offer a suite of capabilities, or may be designed to interface with a variety of
solutions providing other capabilities that are delivered by unrelated vendors. For example, if the
PAS does not include robust modules to handle contact and document management, it should
easily integrate with other applications that provide the requisite functionality. Tools providing
easy access and navigation to the traditional functions handled by both the sales organization
and home office associates are standard elements for PAS solutions.
Over the years what the industry considers a complete policy administration system has
expanded to include much of what was previously licensed or built as ancillary functions. Very
few vendors covered in this report only license a policy administration component, though
whether the additional components are integral pieces of the suite or stand-alone offerings that
are sold and integrated separately varies by vendor. For many of the ancillary functions (e.g.,
claims, compensation), the internal modules from a suite vendor may not be as robust as the
competitive stand-alone offerings. Novarica publishes separate market navigator reports to focus
on the details of these individual components, while this report covers the suite that falls under
the PAS umbrella.
Key policy administration system features and components surveyed by Novarica include the
following:

Core Policy Administration
This function handles all core aspects of policy management: issuance, renewals, changes, and
updates.

Product Calculation Functions
Product calculation engines are rule- and table-based components that assess the submission
risk variables and coverage selections to determine the policy premium. Most policy
administration offerings contain some level of product calculation engine, though the level of
complexity varies. Alternatively, policy administration systems can typically be integrated with
stand-alone rating engines, and some vendors will have pre-existing integrations available with
partners.

New Business and Underwriting Functions
Solutions typically provide some form of new business and underwriting functions that may allow
for the management of work objects, and an integrated workflow that provides transparency
into work items and any need(s) for additional information.
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Document Functions
Many policy admin systems include the ability to generate documents, using customized
templates managed by administrators that at run-time are merged with policy or customer data.
This is either handled in an ad-hoc capacity for specific customer communication or in a batch
fashion for mass-printing of statements. Those without such features will either integrate to
third-party document generation/customer communication management tools or provide
interfaces to do so.

Agent Portal Functions
An agent portal provides agent self-service capabilities and should integrate with policy
administration systems, and often with third-party data services and enterprise document
management solutions. A robust agent portal allows agents to get quotes/submit new business,
track status/manage changes, communicate/collaborate with underwriters, and view reports
about commissions/transaction histories. Often agent portals have role-based views that also
serve as a foundation for a consumer portal.

Reinsurance Functions
A facility which allows a carrier to manage both its own internal retention limits on particular
types or sizes of risks and subsequently appropriately allocate the specified risk between the
primary carrier and others for which appropriate reinsurance treaties are in place.

Business Intelligence Functions
Insurers have been putting increased investment into their business intelligence and data
analytics toolsets and a subset of this functionality is making its way into PAS solutions, either
embedded within the PAS or included as a modular or stand-alone component. Vendors without
this functionality built in still need to have an integration story for moving data to a warehouse
or other third-party analytics tool, and many insurers will choose to use their own business
intelligence environment instead of internal vendor offerings.

Billing Functions
A capability which allows carriers to properly calculate, prepare, and present billing information
to policy- or contract-holders, ensuring that the correct payment options and timeframes are
made available to them. In addition, the billing platform offers an important touch point
between carriers and policyholders, potentially representing a significant channel of
communication for retention and other customer management activities.

Claims Functions
A platform that allows for the management of payments of various types during the life cycle of a
typical insurance contract. These platforms ensure that the carrier is meeting the provisions of
the contract as well as providing critical information that can be used to properly manage both
fraud detection and the overall loss profiles of a book of business. It can also be important for
managing compliance related issues (e.g., unclaimed property regulations).
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At a Glance
This version of our Novarica Core Systems Map provides a color-coded view for each solution
based on whether the specific features analyzed for this report are included as components
integral to the system, integral components that are also offered as stand-alone products,
components pre-integrated to a third-party partner, or not pre-integrated to the solution.
Company Name - Solution Name at a Glance

The specific features analyzed for this report that fall under the PAS umbrella include core policy
features, product calculation, new business and underwriting, document creation, agent portal,
reinsurance, business intelligence, billing, and claims components. Other components that may
be part of solution suites—document management, CRM, etc.—have been dotted in outline on
the core systems map and are not considered in this analysis. Please note that several of the
vendors in this report also offer components in these areas as part of their suites.
For more details about any of the solutions, please be sure to read the entire profile, which
includes additional information and explanation on functionality.
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SAPIENS INTERNATIONAL CORP. - SAPIENS ALIS
Executive Summary
















Sapiens International Corp. (SPNS) is a publicly traded company listed on NASDAQ and TASE.
Formula Group is the largest shareholder. Sapiens is headquartered in Rochelle Park, NJ and
employs 2,500 people. The company's annual revenue is in the range of $250M-$500M.
Sapiens ALIS is a suite of solutions that includes core policy features, product calculation,
new business and underwriting, document creation, agent portal, reinsurance, business
intelligence, billing, and claims components.
It currently has eight US/Canadian insurer clients, split between larger and smaller
companies, most of which are using the solution in individual lines with some group lines,
DI/LTC, and annuities offerings.
Publicly announced clients include Tennessee Farm, MTL, and Assurant.
Live lines of business include some of the life, annuities, and health lines queried by
Novarica, including life (individual, term, whole, universal) as well as fixed and indexed
annuities products.
The solution is browser-based for all user interface functions. It is written primarily in C++
with some Java-wrapped C++ calculations.
Configuration for insurance products, workflows, rules, interfaces, and document authoring
is via tools intended for IT analysts or BAs. Configuration for screens is accomplished through
tools intended for use by developers.
Implementation is available through the company's own resources or a partner. On-premise,
hosted at a private data center, and hosted on MS Azure deployment options are available.
A SaaS model is hosted with a subscription license that includes maintenance/upgrades.
The company reports that average time to go-live is nine months or less and that the
average cost for the middle 50% of the client base is $2M-$5M.
Sapiens - ALIS at a Glance
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Lines of Business Supported
Individual life:

Live clients offering this product in all 50 US states

Term life:

Live clients offering this product in all 50 US states

Whole life:

Live clients offering this product in all 50 US states

Universal life:

Live clients offering this product in all 50 US states

Variable life:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Variable whole life:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Variable universal life:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Group life:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Group term:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Group universal life (GUL):

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Variable group universal life
(VGUL):

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Group annuities:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Long-term care:

Live clients offering this product in all 50 US states

Fixed annuities:

Live clients offering this product in 2-9 US states

Variable annuities:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Indexed annuities:

Live clients offering this product in 2-9 US states

Single premium immediate
annuities (SPIA):

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Disability:

Live clients offering this product in all 50 US states

Cancer/critical illness:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Accident:

Clients currently in implementation for this line/product

Medicare supplement:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Hospital indemnity:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

Individual health:

Solution is designed to support, but no live clients

Group health:

Solution is designed to support, but no live clients

Other supplemental benefits*:

Solution is designed to support, but no clients live or implementing

* Other supplemental benefits include major surgery and serious illness.

Client Base
Globally, Sapiens has 20 clients live on ALIS, all of which are insurer clients (not MGAs, selfinsureds, etc.). In the US and Canada there are eight clients, split between larger and smaller
companies, most of which are using the solution in individual life lines with some group lines,
DI/LTC, and annuities offerings. Most of the clients use the solution as a stand-alone system
(rather than as part of a suite).
Publicly announced clients include Tennessee Farm, MTL, and Assurant.
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Key Functions and Differentiators
Sapiens cites the key functions of ALIS as:






Life, health, and annuities policy administration system for individual, employee benefits,
and group lines of business
End-to-end modular policy life-cycle management system from NBU to claims, including
financial/non-financial processing, client management, and agency distribution management
Support of a full suite of group; employee benefits; individual life, health, and annuity
products
Mini-Web services to business services available
Intuitive and efficient UX and UI

The company cites as its key differentiators that it supports both individual business and group
(true group and grouped) on a single platform across multiple lines of business in life, health, and
annuities; rapid time to market and the ability to launch complex and hybrid products very
rapidly through configuration thanks to a flexible product structure and development; that the
system is customer-centric and provides an intuitive user interface; full digital support and digital
channel management (portals, illustrations, needs analysis, mobile), business intelligence, and
analytics (including DWH capabilities); and that customers can reach a high degree of selfsufficiency in creating products, benefits, and business propositions and in launching them to
market quickly.

Solution Architecture and History
Sapiens ALIS was launched in 1998 and re-architected in 2012. The latest release was in July
2017. Sapiens Americas reports that 70% of the solution's customers are on the latest version,
20% are on an version released in the last three years, and 10% are on a version older than three
years. Approximately 10% of customers have been through at least one upgrade. DB2/UDB,
Oracle, and Microsoft SQL Server databases are supported, and UNIX/Linux and Windows server
platforms are supported. The solution is written primarily in C++ with some Java-wrapped C++
calculations.

Configurability and User Interface
ALIS is browser-based for all user interface functions. The solution offers mobile capabilities
through an HTML5 user interface optimized for mobile use. Clients are allowed to touch core
code but only in extreme circumstances. ALIS's configuration tools are designed to be used by
non-IT staff. Configuration for insurance products, workflows, rules, interfaces, and document
authoring is via tools intended for IT analysts or BAs. Configuration for screens is accomplished
through tools intended for use by developers. Sapiens states that the system is configurable by
business users, as well as designed to provide rapid TTM and easy maintenance for business
users. Sapiens asserts that the UI allows business users to understand how business processes
are performed without significant training.

Deployment Options
Sapiens offers on-premise, hosted at a private data center, and hosted on MS Azure deployment
options for ALIS. A SaaS model is hosted with a subscription license that includes
maintenance/upgrades. The SaaS version is preferably hosted on MS Azure, but the company
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reports ALIS was also benchmarked and tested for AWS and for IBM SoftLayer. Sapiens reports
that they also provide training for customers to achieve self-sufficiency in configuring and
launching new products independently.

Average Implementation Length and Cost
Sapiens implements the solution through the company's own resources or a partner. It reports
that ALIS can be ready for initial go-live in nine months or less and fully rolled out in an additional
90 days or less. The company reports that average implementation cost for the middle 50% of
the client base is $2M-$5M.

Support
Of the 2,500 people employed at Sapiens Global, there are between 100 and 250 on the product
design and engineering team, between 250 and 1,000 on the implementation team (not counting
partnerships), and between 100 and 250 on the support team. In addition to local resources at
the client site, Sapiens notes that it has several development centers in the US, including in New
Jersey, Chicago, and Denver. Sapiens offers customer engagement initiatives such as an online
community, online training, user events, and training seminars.

Partnerships
Publicly announced partnerships include NTT DATA and Deloitte.

Functionality
Sapiens - ALIS at a Glance
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Policy Administration Functions
The solution includes policy issue, premium accounting, group enrollment, and forms
management out of the box with no configuration necessary. Currently, the solution doesn't
include roster management. All of the following are independent objects in the solution's data
model: policy, product, policyholder, individual, distributor, and insured.

Product Calculation Engine
Life Portraits is integral to the suite and is not marketed as a stand-alone solution. Premium
calculation functions like a quick quote option; support for after-inception policy rating for riders,
cancellations and reinstatements, and renewal processing; out-of-sequence riders; and rating
multiple coverage/quote alternatives are all standard functions.
Compliance features like versioning and update management, change control functions,
auditability of rate versioning, and validation of appropriate state and federal licensing and
approval compliance are all standard functions. Other compliance functions including capture
and testing for suitability of coverages and investment options (where applicable) and capture of
key beneficiary data and testing for proper insurance interest/lack of financing concern are
available with configuration using simple tools targeted for IT analysts or BAs.
An applications and forms library with standard and customizable applications and forms is
available out of the box. Integration features like download to agency management systems and
pre-integration to third-party data providers are also standard functions. Standard mortality
table support (e.g., SOA), standard morbidity table support, multiple concurrent mortality table
support, and multiple concurrent morbidity table support are all standard functions.
Rules management functions like maintaining rating algorithm definition and management
separately from rate tables, rate table design and update management tools, the import/export
of rating tables to/from spreadsheets (e.g., Excel), rating and rules definition and management
(e.g. employee category), and date management capabilities are available out of the box with no
configuration necessary. Product design and development tools are also available out of the box
with no configuration necessary.
Currently, the solution doesn't include testing, modeling, and product analysis or displacement
testing (ability to run existing book of business through proposed rate/product changes to
determine impact), although Sapiens notes that displacement testing is in its 2018-2019
roadmap.

New Business and Underwriting
LifeApply and LifeSuite Underwriting are integral to the suite and are also marketed as standalone solutions. Functions like e-app support for reflexive questioning and e-app support for
dynamic forms attachment (based on responses to client data entry) are all standard functions.
The ability to accept applications in a disconnected mode is available via out-of-the-box
integration to StoneRiver's LifeApply product, which has been integrated into ALIS.
Quick quote is a standard function. Currently, the solution doesn't include multi-quote. Support
for multiple workflows like jet, automated, simplified, full underwriting, and ticket/teleunderwriting are all standard functions.
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Core functions like pre-filled capabilities from internal and external systems; automatic producer
licensing and contracting validation; exception-based underwriting; routing and queuing based
on complexity, underwriting expertise, workload balancing, or other user-defined rules; and an
underwriter desktop to centralize work items, reporting, notes, correspondence, decisions, and
other case data are all standard functions.
Requirements management capabilities like automatic requirements (ordering, receipt,
statusing), requirements optimization, and automated follow-up on missing requirements are all
standard functions. Cash management functions like automatic cash with application acceptance
based on pre-defined rules, checks, credit cards, ACH, EFT, wire transfers, payroll deduction,
debit cards, and support for 1035 exchanges are all standard functions.
Automated correspondence creation is standard. Support for a centralized view of all
correspondence about an applicant is available via out-of-the-box integration to a third-party
system or service. Integration functions like MVR, RX, MIB, labs, APS, paramedical exams, and
insurance activity indexes are all standard functions. Currently, the solution doesn't include
inspection reports, functional and cognitive testing, or credit reporting.
Out-of-the-box NBU-specific dashboard support includes by source (distribution channel), by line
of business and product type, by "current status" (UW stage), duration at each stage in the
process, by underwriter, and analysis of information reqeusts. Out-of-the-box analytic support
includes underwriting triage, quantifying risk, segmenting risk, and lab scoring. Out-of-the-box
reporting includes production, sales, IGO/NIGO, and ad hoc functions.
Ease-of-use features like an entirely paperless process, real-time status updates, a producer
portal with reporting and self-service capabilities, and support for remote underwriters are all
standard functions. Producer/underwriter collaboration tools are available with configuration
using simple tools targeted for IT analysts or BAs. Currently, the solution doesn't include
policy/document e-delivery.
Group worksite features like enrollment tools, eligibility management, case management, and
group-specific underwriting rules/workflow are standard functions.

Document Functions
Sapiens reports that ALIS comes with an authoring tool called Sapiens Docs, a plug-in for
Microsoft Word that enables users to create and publish version-controlled, multi-lingual
templates, forms, and letters with placeholders for variable data tags that retrieve relevant data
from ALIS at document creation time.
In typical use cases, the document functions are designed to support both mass-produced
documents such as statements and ad hoc documents like correspondence. Pre-packaged, prebuilt forms, libraries, and templates are not included.
The primary authoring environment is either a custom environment or MS Word. Content,
business rules, schema mapping, and data sources are designed to be managed by the average
business user.
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The solution is designed to support print, e-delivery, and mobile output channels. Managing
preferences for print vs. electronic delivery is available with configuration using simple tools
targeted for IT analysts or BAs. For document authoring and content management workflow,
clients must use the toolset built into the solution.
Content repository and content management tools are available with configuration using simple
tools targeted for IT analysts or BAs. Archival capabilities for all documents generated are
currently not available, but they could be available with a system enhancement. The solution is
designed to support industry-standard schemas like ACORD XML out of the box.

Agent Portal Functions
Sapiens Agent Portal is part of the suite and is also sold as a stand-alone agent portal.
Pre-sale/new business portal capabilities like quick quote, support for multiple versions of
quotes, new business illustrations, and new business entry/submission (e-app) are all standard
functions. Automated underwriting rules are available with configuration using simple tools
targeted for IT analysts or BAs.
Other pre-sale/new business capabilities including support for e-signature, underwriter review
and collaboration, and integration and pre-fill with data services are available via out-of-the-box
integration to a third-party system or service. Sapiens notes that online payment is under
development and should be available within six months. Currently, the solution doesn't include
side-by-side quote comparison.
Core features like workflow capabilities, policy/transaction inquiry, real-time non-financial
transactions (e.g., address change, beneficiary change), and a consumer portal are standard
functions. The solution also includes online document access via out-of-the-box integration to a
third-party system or service. The company notes that in-force illustrations and real-time
financial transactions (e.g., fund transfer, allocation change) are under development and should
be available in less than six months. Currently, the solution doesn't include agency management
system upload.

Reinsurance Functions
Reinsurance is integral to the suite and is not marketed as a stand-alone solution. The solution
includes ceded reinsurance management functions like automated identification/calculation of
accounts with applicable reinsurance out of the box with no configuration necessary. The manual
entry and tracking of cessions, reserves, and limits are available with configuration using simple
tools targeted for IT analysts or BAs. Currently, the solution doesn't include automated
notification if a reserve reaches a specific amount or treaties approach set limits.
Currently, the solution doesn't include assumed reinsurance management functions like the
manual entry and tracking of assumed reinsurance contracts, automated assumed reinsurance
calculations based on reinsured data feeds/connections, and retrocession reinsurance
management.
Other contract management capabilities including treaty management; facultative management;
proportional support; and configuration of contract rules, formulas, and types are available with
configuration using simple tools targeted for IT analysts or BAs.
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Currently, the solution doesn't include non-proportional/excess of loss, multiple basis types (risks
attaching, losses occurring, and claims made), or retroactively processing late placements or midterm contract changes.
End-user interfaces for manual entry of contracts are available out of the box with no
configuration necessary. Currently, the solution doesn't include end-user interfaces for manual
flagging of premiums and claims subject to reinsurance or for review and approval of assumed
policies as part of facultative contracts.
Integration capabilities including batch file import/export for integration to other systems and
real-time data intake from core systems (PAS, claims) via API or other mechanism are standard
functions. Currently, the solution doesn't include real-time integration to an underwriting system
(e.g., to display limits/reserves) or integration between other insurer/reinsurer systems.
The solution also includes statutory and regulatory reporting, automated bordereau reporting,
and ad hoc reporting via out-of-the-box integration to a third-party system or service. Currently,
the solution doesn't include a standard library of canned reports; automated Schedule F
reporting; and integrated analytics for profitability analysis, exposure, "what-if" analysis, risk
profile, etc.
Claim management functions including automated recoverable claims identification and viewing
the full history and status of claims and claim recovery are standard. Additional features and
components like an audit trail for all transactions are standard.
Other capabilities including multi-currency and multi-language support are available with
configuration using simple tools targeted for IT analysts or BAs. Currently, the solution doesn't
include tracking reinsurance payables and receivables, entity management (CRM), or document
management and storage of the actual contracts.

Business Intelligence Functions
Sapiens Intelligence is integral to the suite and is also marketed as a stand-alone solution. The
solution has a dimensional data model for staging, operational data stores, enterprise data
warehouses, and data marts/cubes. These data models support MS-SQL and Sybase IQ databases
and are based on the SAP-BI platform.
Sapiens Intelligence functions include extract, transform, and load (ETL) capabilities; a
presentation/reporting component; standard predefined reports; an ad hoc reporting tool; data
mining and analytics tools; predefined insurance-specific dashboards; and report scheduling and
delivery capabilities. In addition, tools to support data governance and maintaining data
dictionaries are offered as a secondary part of the solution. The solution does not currently
include tools to support data quality, validation, and augmentation.
The solution supports the customization of the data model through the inclusion of a customerlayer that can add customer-specific attributes to the objects. The ALIS data model includes
elements related to agency/producer, submission/quote, customer, policy, billing, claims,
financials, reinsurance, and workflow metrics. Sales, UW, investments and money management,
and portfolio analysis are also supported.
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Billing Functions
Billing is integral to the suite and is not marketed as a stand-alone solution. Billing plan upload
capability as well as payment and billing plan configurability are available out of the box with no
configuration necessary. The table below shows the availability of other billing functions.
Direct bill:
Agent/plan sponsor bill:
Account or list bill:
Third-party bill:
Split or multi-payer bill:
List/group bill:
Flexible and configurable payment plans:
Support for flexible payment types (e.g.
payment card, check, EFT, payroll
deduction):
Automated rules for payment application
and disbursements:
Real-time account and payment calculation,
scheduling, recalculation, and rescheduling:
Commission calculation and payment:
Collections activities and interfaces:
Automated workflow and task
management:
Electronic bill presentment:
Agent portal:
Employer/plan sponsor portal:
Consumer portal:
Online payment:
Out-of-the-box integration with
banks/credit card companies for tokenbased processing:
Payroll deduction:
Billing dashboarding/reporting:
Invoice and correspondence:
Multi-currency:

Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary

Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Under development and will be available in less than 6
months
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
No

Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available out of the box with no configuration necessary
Available via out-of-the-box integration to a third-party
system or service
Yes

Claims Functions
Claims is integral to the suite and is not marketed as a stand-alone solution.
Adjudication
Capabilities like medical case management, injury detail maintenance (coding), disability
management, automated coverage verification, aggregate tracking (erosion of policy limits), and
deductible tracking are all standard functions.
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Disbursements
Check processing, calculating and scheduling recurring/repetitive payments, calculating partial or
one-off payments, accommodating multiple pay parties (e.g., beneficiaries, service providers),
combining multiple pending payments for a single client into one disbursement, and handling
multiple offsets and deductions against benefits are all standard functions. The solution also
includes OFAC checking via out-of-the-box integration to a third-party system or service.
Documents
Capabilities like a correspondence or forms library, a content repository, and content
management tools are all standard. The solution also includes image and media management,
state-specific claims reporting templates, document rendering, multi-channel delivery and
output of documents (including PDF, email, Web, and print), and multi-channel delivery and
output of documents for social media and/or mobile via out-of-the-box integration to a thirdparty system or service.
FNOI/FNOL
The scoring of claim characteristics to calculate alerts, trigger workflow, assign a claims handler,
or otherwise segment the claim; claimant contact management data capture; and claim checking
duplication are all standard functions. The solution also includes recording and storage of new
loss notices from a Web portal, email, fax, or manual entry via out-of-the-box integration to a
third-party system or service. Currently, the solution doesn't include scripting for claims intake
with reflexive questioning.
Fraud
Capabilities like provision of multiple search and reporting criteria for fraud detection via the
ability to track common clients across multiple claims are standard functions. Other capabilities
including configurable business rules and tasks (specific to fraud and special investigations) are
available with configuration using simple tools targeted for IT analysts or BAs. Sapiens reports
that fraud is mainly detected via integration to third parties or reports generated with frauddetection logic.
Litigation
Capabilities like litigation process tracking, including negotiation details and litigation costs, and
creating separate tasks, workflow, diaries, and business rules for litigated cases to allow legal
case management are not part of ALIS.
Multi-Channel
An agent portal with self service as well as a policyholder portal with self service are standard.
Currently, the solution doesn't include e-signature capability, call center integration for
FNOI/FNOL via telephony, or call center integration for claims status check via telephony.
Reinsurance
Capabilities like identifying claims subject to reinsurance through multiple dimensions (e.g., type
of claim, limit, location, etc.), assignment to reinsurance treaties, assignment to facultative
arrangements, and initiating the reinsurance recovery process are all standard functions.
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Reporting
Capabilities like ad hoc reports, dashboards, and reporting that includes jurisdictional-specific
reports and forms are all standard functions. Standard reporting of loss results and standard
reporting of operational metrics are available with configuration using developer tools, XML
manipulation, or a scripting language. Standard reporting of configurable metrics for claims
reporting and electronic reporting or automated state filings are not currently available.
Reserves
Currently, the solution doesn't include the granular tracking of reserves and payments;
automatic reserve calculations using business rules and risk characteristics; or direct, case,
average, factor, and expense reserve types.
Service Providers
Functions to manage service providers/suppliers (e.g., long-term care facility, pharmacy) are
available out of the box with no configuration necessary, and capabilities for processing required
forms (including 1099s) are available via out-of-the-box integration to a third-party system or
service.
Workflow
Automated workflow/task generation; overriding automated processes and manually triggering
workflow processes; automatic work assignment based on configurable rules; generation of
notes, diaries, and reminders; assigning multiple claims examiners to a single claim; and
processing claim workflow trigger (CWT) files at insurer-defined intervals are all standard
functions. The solution also includes inclusion of external documents (letters and pictures) in file
notes via out-of-the-box integration to a third-party system or service. Currently, the solution
doesn't include OCR-triggered workflow or compliance with the Document Repository Interface
(DRI) standards.
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Screenshots
BI and Analytics Dashboard

Living Claims Dashboard
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Agent Portal

Client Workbench
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CONCLUSIONS
When considering a new policy administration solution, insurers have a number of viable
options, with many modern life/health/annuity solutions that are maturing and providing more
flexible and configurable architectures, and stand-alone module capabilities.
Novarica research indicates that some deployments are taking less than three years, with
increasing interest in SaaS-based and hosted solutions. While challenges still exist with
conversion and managing overall project risks, insurers are realizing benefits in efficiency of
operations, improved functional capabilities and better data management, which are often cited
as key drivers for these projects.
We recommend that insurers who are looking for a partner narrow the overall market to a shortlist of three or four by focusing on four main areas: staff, organization, functionality, and
technology, easily remembered by the acronym SOFT.


Staff





Does the vendor's staff have the right skills and experience?
How well are they likely to understand your needs?
What resources are available for implementation and support?
What assurances will you have that the staff you meet during the sales process
will really be the staff that you work with?



Organization
 How stable is the organization?
 Is it big enough for your company to do business with?
 Who are their other clients?
 How focused are they on the insurance industry?



Functionality
 Does the solution and services support your needs for modeling services, lines
of business, states, and model maintenance that you need?
 Which solutions and services are actually live at reference clients?



Technology
 Is the solution's technical architecture compatible with your enterprise
standards (or can you build your enterprise standards around the solution's
technical architecture)?
 Does your IT staff have the skills to support it?

Using a handful of questions in each of these categories, insurers should be able to narrow their
range of potential suppliers to a handful of candidates. This approach is also much faster and
more effective than distributing a large RFP, which can be avoided altogether or saved for the
final one or two potential suppliers after all the other evaluations have been completed.
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NEXT STEPS AND RELATED RESEARCH


Contact Novarica at client-support@novarica.com to set up a conversation to discuss
this topic.



Read related reports:


Business and Technology Trends: Group Life/Annuity/Voluntary Benefits



Insurer IT Budgets and Projects 2018



The Novarica New Normal For L/A Insurers: 100 Data, Digital, and Core Capabilities



Business and Technology Trends: Individual Annuities



13 Things Not to Do When Replacing Policy Administration Systems



Business and Technology Trends: Individual Life
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